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CozY TErry wear
CUDDLY ALL-ROUND FASHION FOR BABIES & TODDLERS

What could be better than snuggling up warm and cozy after splashing around and feeling completely comfy and relaxed? With
the brand new COZY TERRY collection from LÄSSIG, cuddle time is now extra cozy! The comfortable leisurewear is made of
soft terry cloth that perfectly absorbs moisture and thus ensures a pleasant dry feeling throughout the day. As these fashionable
items are made of 80% organic cotton and 20% recycled polyester, they are not only very kind to delicate skin, but also sustainable. All garments can easily be washed at 104°F. Thanks to their casual cuts, they offer maximum freedom of movement and
wearing comfort which guarantees lots of fun at playtime.
FEEL GOOD FASHION
The super-comfortable, easy-wear collection COZY TERRY includes plain colored hoodies, dresses, t-shirts, pants, shorts
and sneakers – all suitable for babies and toddlers from 3 to 48 months. The styles are based on the colors of the SPLASH &
FUN collection so you can combine them with the swimwear perfectly. The focus is on trendy rust, pink, olive and anthracite.

TERRY JACKET
The cuddly zip hoodies keep young ones nice and warm and offer the perfect fit thanks to their ribbed cuffs and hem. Another
plus: The high-quality, sturdy YKK zipper makes it particularly easy to put on and take off.
RRP: 36.95 £
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TERRY DRESS
Just slip them on and feel good – the short dresses with round necklines are uncomplicated and have what it takes to
become all-time favorites. The elastic waistband and the two pockets on the sides make a real fashion statement.
RRP: 32.95 £
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TERRY SHIRT
Loose fit and fashionable raglan sleeves – these are the features of the casual unisex shirts from the COZY TERRY collection.
They can be easily combined with any style and also harmonize well with the beach shorts from the SPLASH & FUN collection.
RRP: 18.95 £
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TERRY PANTS & TERRY SHORTS
Just slip them on and snuggle up – the COZY TERRY Pants and Shorts are super comfortable thanks to the wide elastic
waistband and they still fit snugly and securely thanks to the tie band. The comfortable cut also offers enough space for a
diaper.
RRP: 23.95 £
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SLIP THEM ON & OFF YOU GO
Functional, fashionable, all-round sneakers with practical non-slip soles are the ideal complement to the fluffy COZY TERRY
styles and guarantee your little ones are safe at all times when playing. The best part: Not only do they look good, but they can
handle anything! The light and airy trendy shoes are available in sizes 19 to 25.

ALLROUND SNEAKER
What about a delicious ice cream after splashing around or would your little one prefer to play at the playground a little longer?
The innovative Allround Sneakers from LÄSSIG, are available in the trendy colors rust, pink, olive and anthracite. They are
extremely flexible and ready for every adventure! The sole is made of thermoplastic rubber which has good slip resistance and
ensures solid footing. In addition, the upper material is breathable, stretchy polyester, making the sneakers pleasantly light,
functional and really comfortable.
RRP: 27.95 £
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